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Background

Identify and analyze scientific production and studied drugs on specific and not specific substance abuse journals.

Methods

Design of search strategy, treat the bibliographic information, classification of articles regard to drugs studied, bibliometric analysis, identify research groups altogether and by each drug studied was the method used.

Results

44,822 articles have been evaluated (Figure 1), the 26.88% have been published in journals (1.08%) of Web of Science (WoS) Category Substance Abuse (CSA), while the rest of works were published in 3,382 journals belonging to 95 WoS categories of Health Sciences and Social Sciences (Figure 2 and 3). The 67.02% of the articles only study 1 drug; while that alcohol, tobacco and cannabis, and on the other hand cocaine and amphetamines are the drugs most studied jointly (Figure 4). The 27% of the authors (n=35,223) have published more than 1 paper (Figure 5). Collaborations between 2 or more authors made up 95.18% of documents (Figure 6), with a collaboration index of 5.24.

Conclusions

A growth in productivity of scientific research on substance abuse has been identified. The most productive journals that do not belong to WoS CSA accumulate a 0.42% more of papers that these. The multidisciplinary character of this research field is reflected in the wide range of journals as well as the collaboration index and index of transient authors, as has been noted in other studies of Biomedicine and Social Sciences. Although USA, UK, Canada and Australia great producers dominate the consolidated research groups, main producers of not English speaking countries of European Union have the highest international collaboration indexes.
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